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THE DRIP REDESIGNED



GRAVITY ADMINISTRATION SETS -
THE PROBLEM

Design unchanged for decades
Count drops per minute
Inaccurate & inefficient



Less than 15% of infusions were within +/- 10% of desired 
rates, while only 21% of observations fell within +/- 20% of 
desired rates. 

26% were correctly administered at the prescribed rate 
(percentage error 10% to -10%), 67% were infused too 
slowly and 8% were infused too fast.

Only 7% of patients achieve a level of accuracy of 5% from 
the prescribed flow rate.

CLINICAL CASE
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IV giving set that easily, intuitively 
and reliably shows flow rate.

PROPOSITION
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A virtual reality therapy to help people feel more 
confident in everyday situations. 

Initially for people seen in psychosis services



Designing the therapy



treatment targets fears about being around other people in everyday situations

aim is to evaluate the accuracy of the fears about a situation

this enables people to learn they are safe enough to do the things they want in day to day life
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KITCHEN ANCHOR









Interventions

Insights

Evidence











Hand Healthy Recipe Book







Occupation
Activity as source 

of livelihood/
passing time

GrowthLeisure
Refreshment of 
mind and body 

through activity and 
play

Exercise
Activity that 

requires physical or 
mental exertion



Prompt cards





Sensory props





1950s 
I-SPY 
books





Special interests

Baron-Cohen, S., Wheelwright,S. (1999) 



Passion to action





2. Exercise 3. Sensory 4. Social

5. Transition 6. Occupation 7. Wilderness

Seven Spaces

1. Escape



Kingwood College
Garden 
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Design is often seen as being about... 
problem-solving! 



A significant part of our process is about... 
problem-framing



It’s about widening perspectives…



Ensuring design is centred around 
real people and experiences.

Thanks for listening.


